Role of cyclic AMP and ammonia in induction and maintenance of post-aggregative differentiation in a suspension culture of Dictyostelium discoideum.
The effects of ammonia and cAMP on prespore and prestalk differentiation of Dictyostelium discoideum were investigated by monitoring eight developmentally regulated proteins as differentiation markers under the shake culture conditions in glucose/albumin medium. In the medium containing cAMP, cells form small agglomerates and undergo prespore differentiation [19]. Under the conditions where agglomeration was prevented, ammonia induced four marker proteins out of eight tested in the presence of cAMP, which included not only a prespore specific enzyme but also cell-type non-specific proteins. No inhibitory effect of ammonia was observed in presumptive cell differentiation. These results suggest that ammonia is an inducer of differentiation at the protein level as well as the mRNA level as found previously [24]. The effects of cAMP were examined with special attention to the difference between induction of differentiation and maintenance of differentiated state in this specific medium. The induction of differentiation from early aggregative cells was cAMP-dependent with all the marker proteins tested. This agrees with the observations so far obtained in other culture systems. However, when already differentiated cell masses (slugs) were dissociated and shaken in this specific medium, only two enzymes required cAMP to maintain the activity while five out of eight kinds of the proteins continued to be expressed as in undisturbed slugs even without cAMP. This suggests that for the maintenance of the differentiated state after slug disaggregation cAMP may not be required with respect to the majority of proteins, if cells are provided with some favorable conditions such as glucose/albumin medium.